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Abstract: Building an effective stemmer for Arabic language has been always a hot research topic in the IR  field since Arabic 
language has a very different and difficult structure than other languages, that’s because it is a very rich language with 

complex morphology. Many linguistic and light stemmers have been developed for Arabic language but still there are many 

weakness and problems, in this paper we introduce a new light stemming technique and compare it with other used stemmers 

and show how it improves the search effectiveness.  
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1. Introduction 

The main goal behind building any stemmer is to 
improve the search effectiveness so an IR system can 
match user's queries with relevant documents. Users 
form their query terms in many different formats but 
they are looking for the same thing [1]. Now an IR 
system should be able to translate all these forms that 
have the same meaning to a standard form and thus 
grouping all these different formats in a singular or 
standard format and this should be done on both sides, 
on users queries and on index terms. The big growth of 
the Arabic internet content in the last years has raised 
up the need for an effective stemming techniques for 
Arabic language [2]. Many stemming methods have 
been developed for Arabic language. Although they 
suffer from many problems, they have been in use in 
many IR systems. These stemmers are classified into 
two categories. The first one is root extraction stemmer 
like the stemmer introduced by Khoja [5]. The second 
is light stemmers like the stemmer introduced by Leah 
et al. [6]. We will describe these two approaches and 
show the problems in each one in the next section. 
 
2. Stemming Approaches 

As we mentioned before the two most successful 
approaches to Arabic stemming have been a root 
extraction stemmer developed by Khoja and the light 
stemmer developed by Larkey, now we will describe 
these two approaches and discuss the problems in each 
one.  
 

2.1. Root Extraction Stemmer 

Arabic words are formed from abstract forms named 
roots, the root is the basic form of word from which 
many derivations can be obtained by attaching certain 
affixes so we produce many nouns and verbs and 
adjectives from the same root [3]. A root based 
stemmer main goal is to extract the basic form for any 
given word by performing morphological analysis for 
the word [2], Table 1 shows an example root “9:;” and 
a set (not all) derivations can be obtained from this 
root: 
 

Table 1. Some derivations of the root 9:;. 

 0&/. ('&-ب +*% ('&% )'&%
Play Playground Player Played Game 

 
Khoja [5] stemmer basically attempts to find roots 

for Arabic words which are far more abstract than 
stems. It first removes prefixes and suffixes, then 
attempts to find the root for the stripped form [4]. The 
problem in this stemming technique is that many 
different word forms are derived from an identical 
root, and so the root extraction stemmer creates invalid 
conflation classes that result in an ambiguous query 
which leads to a poor performance. For example the 
word “BCدEFGHIا” using Khoja stemmer will be stemmed 
to its root which is “KFH” where this root is very far 
abstract from the stem and many words with very 
different meanings can be formed from this root like 
the words: KLEH ،دNFOP  so they will always be stemmed 
to this root and this will lead to a very poor search 
effectiveness because many words are different in 
meaning but they originate from one identical root. 
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So we end up with the fact that root extraction 
stemmers increase word ambiguities and that inflected 
and derived words can have a vigorous impact on the 
retrieval effectiveness of any information retrieval 
system and a good stemmer should recognize the 
different forms of a word [2]. 
 
2.2. Light Stemmer 

Light stemming is to find the representative indexing 
form of a word by the application of truncation of 
affixes [1]. The main goal of light stemming is to 
retain the word meaning intact and so improves the 
retrieval performance of an Arabic information 
retrieval system. Many light stemming methods like 
Leah et al. [6] stemmer classifies the affixes to four 
kinds of affixes: antefixes, prefixes, suffixes and 
postfixes that can be attached to words. Thus an Arabic 
word can have a more complicated form if all these 
affixes are attached to its root. The following example, 
Table 2, shows a sample of a word and its affixes [1]:  
 

Table 2. A word and its affixes SهNUHEVW;. 
 

Antefix Prefix Core Suffix Postfix 

 ه7 و 2345 )ـ 0ـ

 
So from the above example we see that if we could 

remove all affixes of a word then we will get the 
stemmed word which is not the root but basic word 
without any affixes and so we maintain the meaning of 
the word and improve the search effectiveness. This 
sounds to be a straightforward method by truncation of 
all possible affixes but a major problem in light 
stemming is that in many cases there is ambiguity. A 
particular sequence of letters may or may not play a 
role of affix [1], depending on the word. No 
morphological rules are currently available to 
determine the correct affixes.  

In this paper we will introduce a method for 
detecting such an ambiguity and to find if a specific 
sequence is an affix or is part of the original word and 
thus we solve this ambiguity issue that may lead to a 
completely unexpected behavior. Also, we will provide 
a more complete list of all possible affixes. 
 
3. Arabic Language Characteristics 

Arabic is a very rich and complex language. Arabic has 
28 characters and is written from right to left. Arabic 
language differs from English and European languages 
and the morphological representation of Arabic is 
rather complex because of the morphological variation 
and the agglutination phenomenon [1]. Arabic 
language is described as algebraic language which 
makes its morphological analysis process very difficult 
and hard. Arabic language is based on set of roots, so 
all nouns and verbs are generated from a set of roots 
which is about 11,347 root distributed as follow [8]: 

• 115: Two character roots (and these roots have no 
derivations from them). 

• 7198: Three character roots. 
• 3739:  Four character roots. 
• 295: Five character roots. 

These roots join with various vowel patterns to form 
simple nouns and verbs to which affixes can be 
attached for more complicated derivations. Patterns 
play an important role in Arabic lexicography and 
morphology. Each root can canonically combine with 
orthographically distinct patterns to form another 
words, for example, the root “9:;” is  consisting of 
three characters root, the root “9:;” corresponds to the 
pattern “Z:[” and the pattern preserves “ ل”، “ع”، “ف ” in 
the same order, where other letters can be added to 
form another pattern. For example, several patterns are 
derived from the base pattern “Z:[” of the morpheme 
“9:;”. The pattern “Z:_P” form the word “9:`P” by 
adding the letter “م” to the morpheme “9:;” [2]. 
 
4. The Proposed Rule-Based Light Stemmer 

We are introducing a new method for stemming to 
solve many of the ambiguity problems related to light 
stemming, our method depends on set of possible 
affixes in which we only have a prefix and suffix, in 
our prefixes we combined all possible antefixes and 
prefixes to generate one complete list and in our 
suffixes we combined all possible suffixes and 
postfixes [2, 6], and we end up with the following list 
grouped by number of characters as shown in Tables 3 
and 4. 

 
Table 3. Arabic prefixes. 

 

Prefix 1 ي  ت  ن  ب  ل 

Prefix 2 f[  g[  h[  f;  h;  g;  Ei  E[  Eآ  fk  hk  gk  Z;  ال 

Prefix 3 
  g;و  Iو  Ekو  fkو  hkو  gkو  Z;ل  وEل  آE[  لEi  وال
f;و  h;و 

Prefix 4 لEل  وآEiو 

 
Table 4. Arabic suffixes. 

 

Suffix 1 ة  ك  و  ي  ن  ا  ت  o 

Suffix 2 
ات  هS  هf  هE  آS  آEr  f  وا  pC  pq  fq  gq  Sq  ان  fC  ون 

 sq  Eq  EC  EP  

 
Now we will describe step by step how our 

algorithm works: 

1. Before we stem any word first we match it against a 
set of all possible word patterns in Arabic, we get 
this list of patterns by combining the list of available 
patterns in Khoja stemmer with a list of word 
patterns provided by Marwan [8]. We also added a 
set of patterns to this list to have a complete list of 
Arabic word patterns. A sample list of patterns is as 
follows:  

E[ Z:ّ[          لEu:[ل اEu:[ ZuW:_q Z:_Gukا Zu:G[ا Zu:_rا ZuvE_q Zu:_q Zu:[ا Zv
      Zu:ّ_GP Zu:_P ZuvE_P Zu:_P لE:_Gukل اw:[ل اE:G[ل اE:_rا ZvE_q Z:_q
N:_P Z:_GxP Zّ:_P Z:G_P Z:_VP ZvE_GP Z:_GPل  ]:Nل Eu:_Pل ]ّ:Euل   
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ZuuW:[    ZuuvاN[ zuu`:[ ءwuu:[ نwuu:[ Zuu:[أ    Zuu:G_C ZuuWّ:[ ZuuvE[ا ZuuWvE_P
Z}E:[ Z:G_q Z:_GxC 

Matching a word against our Arabic patterns list 
solves the problem of prefix/suffix sequence 
ambiguity, so if we have a word that starts with a 
possible prefix but before we truncate that prefix it 
matched one of the possible patterns then it’s a valid 
word and this prefix sequence is part of the original 
word and we will not truncate it. For example the 
word “ZPEآ” it starts with a possible suffix “Eآ” but 
its part of the original word so removing it will lead 
to the wrong word “ZP” so we detect that it is part of 
the word since it matches the pattern “ZvE[”, thus we 
will not truncate it and return it as it is. 

2. In next step if the word didn’t match any of the 
patterns then we need to truncate its prefix and 
suffix but before that we find the compatibility 
between the prefix and suffix where some suffixes 
could not be combined with certain suffixes in the 
same word and this also help us solving some 
ambiguity problems, for example the prefix “ال” 
may not be combined with the suffix “ك” so we 
cannot say “siEG�;ا” and thus if we have a word like 
“sr��;ا” we will not remove the prefix and suffix 
which lead to the wrong word “آ�ن” but we will 
detect that the last character “sـ” is part of the 
original word and not a suffix and we will only 
remove the prefix “ال” which will lead to the correct 
stem “srآ�”. 

3. If the combination of the prefix and suffix is valid 
then we count the letters of the word after removing 
the prefix and suffix since Arabic words other than 
conjunctions like “ fP“، ”g[ ” consists of at least 3 
characters. if the number was larger or equal to 3 we 
remove prefix and suffix and return the truncated 
word but if the number of characters after truncation 
is less than 3 characters then we roll back since we 
know that we removed sequences that is part of the 
original word, and try to remove only the suffixes 
and count the number again if it is larger than 3 then 
we try to find if the word only has a dual or plural 
suffix like “ ون” ،“fC” ،“ان ” and return the truncated 
word. If the number after removing suffix was less 
than 3 then we roll back since again we know that 
this sequences is part of the original word, then we 
try to remove the prefix only. If the count is larger 
than 3 we return the truncated word else we return 
the original word as it is. For example if we have 
the word “fCK;و” after removing the prefix and suffix 
we will end up with the wrong word “د” which has 
only one character so we roll back and remove only 
the  suffix which is “fC” which returns “K;و” which 
has 3 characters and it is the correct stem so we 
return it. 

4. Finally, we try to solve the problem of the plural 
form of irregular nouns in Arabic language, also 
called broken plural. In this case, a noun in plural 

takes another morphological form different from its 
initial form in singular. 

We have a dictionary of patterns for this plural forms 
and their corresponding singular pattern as shown in 
the table below, so after getting the truncated word 
from the previous steps we match it against our 
irregular plural patterns if it matched one of them we 
return the corresponding singular pattern of the word. 
For example the word “�rEFP” is a broken plural for the 
word “�VFP” so when we get this word we match it 
against our broken plural patterns dictionary and it will 
match the pattern “ZvE_P” from which we get the 
singular pattern which is “Z:_P”. 
 

Table 5. Singular and plural patterns. 
 

Plural Pattern Singular Pattern 

ZvE_P Z:_P 

ZWvE_P لN:_P 

 ]:Z أ]:Eل

،]w:[ ZW:[ ZvEء ،]:Eل   Z:[،  

 ]E:[ ZvEل

Z:[أ Z:[ 

B`:[ل أE:[ ،ZW:[ 

ZvاN[ ZvE[ ،ZvN[ 

 
In some cases a plural pattern may have more than 

one singular pattern like the pattern “ءw:[” it has the 
singular patterns “ ZW:[“، ”ZvE[“، ”لE:[“، ”Z:[ ” as shown 
in the table above, for example the word “ءE�� has a ”أ
singular “9W��” which is like “ZW:[” but the word 
 wOv” has a singular “ZHEv” which is like “ZvE[”,  andء“
the word “ءE��k” has a singular “��k” which is like 
“Z:[”, and the word “ءEV��” has a singular “نE��” which 
is like “لE:[”, so when we get such a plural pattern we 
will return all its possible singular forms. Some of the 
broken plural forms like “ B`:[“، ”Z;E:[“، ”Z}E:[ ” has 
many singular patterns and has no rules to cover them 
and it is hard to deal with them without having a 
complete dictionary for these plurals. 
 
5. Comparison 

We took a sample terms list and tested it against a light 
stemming method and here we used Larky stemmer, 
root-extraction stemmer and here we used Khoja 
stemmer and our rule based stemmer, and the result 
were shown in Table 6. 

From the above results we see that the light stemmer  
fails in many times in getting the correct stem of the 
word and in many words it produced a completely new 
word and sometimes a wrong word that doesn’t exist in 
Arabic language and it didn’t handle the broken plural 
forms, the root extraction stemmer as we see it 
produces a very general words (roots) that are far in 
their meaning from the original word, where our 
suggested stemmer produced the expected stems and 
removed all affixes effectively and it didn’t remove 
them where they are part of the original word and it 
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handles all the broken plural forms and generates the 
correct singular forms. 

 
Table 6. A comparison between the three stemmers. 

 

Term 
Our Rule Based 

Stemmer 

Light 
Stemmer 
(Larkey) 

Root-Extraction 
Stemmer 
(Khoja) 

ZPEآ ZPEآ ZPا Zآ� 

 wi K`iد wi K`iدي

�W��Eس �Hا�H �W� �Hا��H �Wا

 �Nم E�Pم NPE�P gPE�Pن

 fWrE�P نNV�P نE�P fV� 

9vwP 9:`P 9vwP 9:; 

 N�i ��iر N�i ��iر

 E�i ،Z�i w�i Z�iل، w�i ZW�i ،Z�Eiء

 �EV�Gk gV اEV�Gkء EV�GkEiء

 درأ درو Eiدرو Eiدرو

,رآNد آEدر آNادر  آKر آNادر 

BC�Ui �Ui �Ui �Ui 

 آ_Z آ_wW آ_Z، آ_Eل، آZ[E، آ_ZW آ_wء

 ]�E[ SهE_GP SهE_GP Sه�Nن

g`v g`v Zv g`v 

 Exi ،�xi E�xi �xiط، E�xi �Wxi ،�kEiء

fWVOq fWVOq fOq fVH 

 �iا E�Pراة E�Pراة E�Pراة

 EWGk �Wk اEWGkء EWGkEiء

�;E[ �;E[ ح �`[ 

 �Pن �Pن ��GPن ��GPن

 
6. Conclusions and Results 

The objective of stemming in general is to find the 
representative indexing form of a word and for Arabic 
as a highly inflected language, we require a good 
stemming for effective information retrieval, yet no 
standard approach to stemming has emerged but as we 
stated before there are two general methods that are 
used, either by extracting the root of the word like 
Khoja stemmer, or by just truncation of affixes like 
Larkey stemmer. The first method have many 
problems, first, the root dictionary requires 
maintenance to guarantee newly discovered words are 
correctly stemmed, second one is that in some cases it 
fails to remove the affixes of the word and thus fails to 
extract the root, for example the Khoja stemmer will 
fail to remove affixes in the words “ق��Gxq” and “pWGرآ�” 
and so it will not stem them where they are 
respectively derived from the roots “ق��” and “9رآ” 
[4]. The third and most important problem is that root-
extraction stemmers are not useful in case of Arabic 
language from IR system point of view as we stated 
before and in many cases resulting in a new word 
which is the root that is very general and thus leading 
to a poor search effectiveness, for example the word 
 NPE�P” will be reduced to the root “z��”  where thisن“
root is very general and huge number of words can be 
derived from this root, so reducing all the forms that 
can be generated from that root to its basic form will 

result in a general index terms which has a serious 
effect on the quality of the results. 

The second method is more useful from IR system 
point of view considering Arabic language, but again 
the available techniques have two major problems, the 
first one is in many cases these stemmers truncate a 
sequence of characters that matches one of the affixes 
but it is actually part of the original word and this will 
lead to a completely new word for example Larkey 
stemmer will truncate  the word “fCK;و” to “K;”  which 
has no meaning in Arabic [10], the second problem is 
that they are not dealing with the plural form of 
irregular nouns in Arabic language, so in many cases it 
fails to group words that have the same meaning in one 
reduced form. In our rule-based light stemmer we are 
considering the second method but we introduced a 
new algorithm as described before that uses a set of 
rules to determine if a certain sequence of characters is 
part of the original word or not and this helped us 
solving some ambiguity problems, also we introduced 
a way for handling the majority of broken plural forms 
and reducing them to their singular form as we 
described in details before and this helped us grouping 
words of the same meaning in a common form.  
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